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Webinar series
#1 - The eAssessment revolution

#2 - eAssessment and current research

#3 - eAssessment and the backwash 
effect  

#4 - eAssessment look and feel

Webinar series objectives
● Inquire  into IB assessment principles  and 

practices
● Connect MYP eAssessment principles  and 

practices  to the  class room
● Explore  how contemporary research supports  

MYP eAssessment
● Reflect and expand upon new ideas
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Do you have everything you need?

• Something to take notes with

• MYP Assessment ready nano PD
(programme resource centre) 

• Assessment principles and 
practices—Quality assessments 
in a digital age

• Chat box: send “to everyone”

Note: Some of the pictures used in this webinar series were taken by
Gastón Seijas (IB student) and Mathieu Boudrias. The IB is grateful for
their generosity.
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Finding the 
eAssessment

resources on the 
programme

resource centre
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Finding IB 
research in the 

IB webpage

IB Assessment research seeks to ensure
that the design and development of IB
assessments and assessment practices are
underpinned by relevant research and data
and that ensures the valid, reliable and
manageable assessment of the IB
programmes. For example, this is one of
the studies you can find within the
“Outcomes research” section of ibo.org.
Comparative analysis of assessment in the
International Baccalaureate Middle Years
Programme and the General Certificate of
Secondary Education.

https://ibo.org/research/outcomes-research/
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eAssessment and research
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Objectives of 
this webinar

Join MYP practitioners from around the world 
in exploring eAssessment and research as 
you:

• inquire into playful assessment practices

• explore eAssessment in light of research

• reflect on how the IB continually uses 
contemporary research to inform 
assessment decisions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All images copyright free through Pixabay.com
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Traditional assessment to digital assessment

10

Traditional methods of assessment are often “too simplified, 
abstract, and decontextualized” to meet 2020 educational 
needs which should measure what students can actually do 
with their knowledge and skills (competencies).

Performance-based assessments are those that use the 
real world, thereby providing relevancy, but these are 
hard to craft.

“Digital learning environments can provide meaningful 
assessment environments by supplying students with 
scenarios that require the application of various 
competencies”.
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Playful 
assessment

Process-oriented, 
student-driven learning.

During gameplay, students 
naturally produce rich sequences 
of actions while performing 
complex tasks. 

How young minds can 
give shape to their 
ideas, observe their 
surroundings and 
design solutions for the 
problems around them.
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Some types of 
playful 

assessments

● Game-based assessments (GBAs) 

● Playful assessment goes beyond 
measuring outcomes of content 
knowledge to shed light on thought 
processes

● Makerspaces require constant 
interaction between learner and 
teacher

● Collaborative spaces where people 
gather to get creative, invent new 
things, and share ideas lend 
themselves to playful assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Game-based assessments (GBAs) have been shown to be a powerful context to measure students’ 21st century skills. By eliciting evidence of skills in an embedded, authentic and playful environment, they present the potential for assessments to go beyond measuring outcomes of content knowledge to shed light on thought processes.Since making (Makerspaces) requires constant interaction between learner and teacher, the teacher’s ability to assess and facilitate student learning in the process, without being overly prescriptive, is criticalMakerspaces, also called hackerspaces, hackspaces, and fablabs, are collaborative spaces where people gather to get creative, invent new things, and share ideas.
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Your turn!

What have you done in 
your classroom with
playful assessment? 

Type your thoughts in 
the chat box. 
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Contemporary 
research that 

supports 
eAssessment 
principles and 

design

We need to tap into how adolescents use gaming 
and how we need to consider this in supporting 
learning.
(See “Stealth Assessment: Measuring and Supporting Learning in 
Video Games” by MacArthur Foundation) 

Borrowing ideas from game construction can help 
teachers with assessing student projects, supporting 
skill development and constructing rubrics.
(See “A Look at Playful Assessment” on Edutopia website)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.edutopia.org/article/look-playful-assessmenthttp://myweb.fsu.edu/vshute/pdf/Stealth_Assessment.pdf
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The impact of 
technology on 
assessment

Research in this area will seek to add to the growing body of literature 
surrounding computer-assisted assessment and position the IB on the 
cutting edge of these developments, focusing on the following questions. 

• How can the IB improve the validity and reliability of on-screen 
marking of externally assessed components while ensuring that 
standards are maintained?

• How can the IB best utilize item-level information on assessment to 
improve the quality of IB assessments?

• How can the IB use the move towards the electronic upload and 
moderation of internal assessment components to improve the 
reliability and manageability of the moderation process?

• How can the IB use digital technologies to change the way in which 
candidates are assessed in the Diploma Programme and Middle 
Years Programme?

IB Assessment research agenda

Source: Assessment research agenda [PDF]

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/94917fa4717543d1ac4046346e486c95/assessmentresearchagenda.pdf
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Introducing our guest for today

Dr Rebecca Hamer 

IB Assessment principles and practice
Assessment research and design

• Joined IB in 2012
• Involved in curriculum review of DP/CP and MYP
• Involved in MYP eAssessment development since 

2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello. I'm Rebecca Hamer. I'm part of the IB Assessment Research and Design team in Assessment Principles and Practice. I joined IB in 2012. And since then, I have been involved in the curriculum review of DP and CP subjects. And since the assessment of MYP went live, also with the reviews of MYP. Before that, I was involved in the 2013 MYP eAssessment trials in English and French on partial assessment tasks. The user experience survey of that trial was the source of many changes to the eAssessment platform, now used.In this presentation I will try to answer three questions.
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MYP 
eAssessment
Question 1: 

How does eAssessment
meet the criteria for 21st 
century learning with 
16-year-old students?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, it's really interesting to know how the MYP II assessment environment or MYP itself meets the criteria for 21st century learning. For that we need to have criteria. Luckily, Harvard and the P21 framework formulated four criteria for 21st century learning. 
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How does eAssessment meet the criteria for 21st century 
learning with 16-year-old students?

Evidence that impacts 
students/schools

 Integrate technology-supported inquiry 
and problem-based learning

 Interdisciplinary themes across content 
areas

 Link school to outside community

Assess through a balance of 

classroom assessment (formative) with a 
focus on performance 

technology enhanced summative 
assessment

Performance demonstrated through skills 

--- enter the 21CS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the first three are on this slide. They are to integrate technology-supported inquiry and problem-based learning. MYP, of course, is all about inquiry and problem based learning. The part that we're not always sure about is how, and to what extent you as teachers can,  and do integrate technology in the learning in MYP. Of course, the MYP subject-group guides and the interdisciplinary eAssessment encourage interdisciplinary themes across content areas, making this an integral part of MYP as you know. And of course, throughout all IB programmes, it's very, very important to link the school learning to the outside community. You can see this in choosing for local and global perspectives in tasks and in the MYP Personal Project. 
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How does eAssessment meet the criteria for 21st century 
learning with 16-year-old students?

Evidence that impacts 
students/schools

 Integrate technology-supported inquiry 
and problem based learning

 Interdisciplinary themes across content 
areas

 Link school to outside community

 Assess through a balance of: 

 classroom assessment (formative) 
with a focus on performance 

 technology-enhanced summative 
assessment.

Performance demonstrated through skills 

--- enter the 21CS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth criterion is on assessment. 21st century assessment should balance classroom assessment with a focus on performance, which is all up to you. Provide technology enhanced summative assessment, much like the state-of-the-art MYP eAssessments. So, on balance, what we can say is that MYP matches many aspects of 21st century learning already. 
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How does eAssessment meet the criteria for 21st century 
learning with 16-year-old students?

Evidence that impacts 
students/schools

 Integrate technology supported inquiry 
and problem based learning

 Interdisciplinary themes across content 
areas

 Link school to outside community

 Assess through a balance of: 

 classroom assessment (formative) 
with a focus on performance

 technology-enhanced summative 
assessment.

Performance demonstrated through skills 

—enter the 21CS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look closer at classroom and summative assessment. It should focus on student performance, linking 21 century learning to the 21st century skills. And what can we say about the 21st century skills. 
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How do 21st century skills (21CS) fit in the IB MYP?

Source: Bill Watterson

 There is a lot of discussion on what 
they are.

 Most of the skills have been around for 
a while.

 21CS should be transferable

 The only real 21CS:

 information, media and IT literacy 

 awareness of privacy rights.

It’s not that they are particularly futuristic
-- but we need more people proficient in 
them in these complex times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been, and still is a lot of discussion on what they are. Firstly, people very often say is that they are not really that new, and that is true. Most have been around for a long time and they are generally important for school success.The important part about the 21st century skills, is that they have become more important in these complex times. And they should be transferable, they need to be skills that you can use, across different areas of expertise, outside school and throughout life. To be honest, the only real 21st century skills that are in this list are “information, media and IT literacy”, together with of course “awareness of privacy”, which sometimes is somewhat lacking in 16 year olds. 
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21st century skills
IB learner 

profile
Skill categories

Consensus 21CS set Other 21CS
4C

s

Communication Ways of working
Collaboration Ways of working
Creativity Curiosity and imagination Ways of thinking

Critical reflection Ways of thinking

Information processing (i.e. 
information, media and IT 
literacy)

Tools for working and 
living in the world

Metacognition Ways of thinking

Leadership Initiative and 
self-direction Ways of thinking

Lifelong learning Ways of thinking

Problem solving Ways of thinking

Thinking and reasoning Ways of thinking

Social ethics and 
responsibility

Tools for working and 
living in the world

Global awareness Tools for working and 
living in the world

Health and 
environmental literacy

Tools for working and 
living in the world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve made an overview of the 21st century skills in this table. There's a set of about 10 that most people agree on - the consensus set of 21st century skills. These include communication, collaboration, creativity and critical reflection, also known as the four C's. And then you have information processing which includes the real 21CS “information, media and IT literacy”. But in reality it is not that new because it is about information processing and of course you also need that when using libraries, recordings etc. The next five include leadership, lifelong learning, problem solving, thinking and reasoning, and social ethical responsibility. In addition to these 10, many people also mention 5 other skills or perspectives. These are curiosity and imagination ... metacognition ... initiative and self-direction or agency, global awareness and health and environmental literacy. To emphasise how these skills are transferable, they are also often categorized as ways of working, ways of thinking, or tools for working and living in the world – in the last column of this table. 
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21st century skills
IB learner 

profile
Skill categories

Consensus 21CS set Other 21CS
4C

s

Communication
Communication

Ways of working
Collaboration Ways of working
Creativity Curiosity and imagination Inquiry Ways of thinking

Critical reflection

Reflective

Ways of thinking

Information processing (i.e. 
information, media and IT 
literacy)

Tools for working and 
living in the world

Metacognition Ways of thinking

Leadership Initiative and self-
direction

Principled 
risk taking Ways of thinking

Lifelong learning
Knowledgeable

Ways of thinking

Problem solving Ways of thinking

Thinking and reasoning Thinking Ways of thinking

Social ethics and 
responsibility Caring Tools for working and 

living in the world

Global awareness
Open 
(Internationally 
minded

Tools for working and 
living in the world

Health and environmental 
literacy Balanced Tools for working and 

living in the world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To see how they fit in IB, I've mapped these skills onto the IB Learner Profile. And what we see is that, that they actually match quite well. Which means that it should be quite possible  to teach the 21st century skills, using the learner profile or vice versato encourage the learner profile aspects, through teaching, and practicing the 21st century skills.
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MYP 
eAssessment
Question 2: 

What types of research does 
the IB use to inform their 
ongoing assessment 
decisions? How are those 
decisions implemented?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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What types of research does the IB use to inform their ongoing 
assessment decisions? How are those decisions implemented?

 Trialling of new or changed 
assessments

 Improving IB processes

 Research assessment trends and 
methods 

 Our own research

t’s not that they are particularly futuristic
-- but we need more people proficient in 
them in these complex times

Research that impacts 
students/schools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of research does IB use to inform ongoing assessment decisions?Well, one thing we do is when an assessment is new, or it's changed, our team helps the curriculum team to trial the changes and to see how they work out. For instance for the DP arts. For DP Music the new assessment will not be exams but assessments using student work that is uploaded and marked. This means all assessment tasks are coursework. These were all trialled using the new criteria to see how that would work. Or for the DP languages, a listening paper was developed where students respond to an audio recording in the exam. We made sure that this would work for the schools and that it could be fairly marked. We also do some research to improve IB processes, especially when processes affect how IB grades student work. Furthermore, our team reads academic literature and goes to conferences to keep up with assessment trends and methods that are used elsewhere. So that we know about best practices and about things that didn't work. To make sure that IB doesn't do things that will not work. And then finally we do quite a bit of our own research.
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What types of research does the IB use to inform their ongoing 
assessment decisions? How are those decisions implemented?
 Trialling of new or changed 

assessments

 Improving IB processes

 Research assessment trends and 
methods 

 Our own research

 What do examiners look for in 
essay-type responses?

 Improve best fit guidance

 Develop a new framework for 
digital assessment

Research that impacts 
students/schools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of these studies started in 2014. We asked examiners to tell us exactly what they look for when they are marking an essay type response so in a long text response. To tell us what they look for when they are using the criteria. This helped us rethink how criteria are being written in IB.Currently, we are looking into what other exam boards and other programmes say about how to apply “best fit” when marking with criteria. This is of course very relevant for IB and very relevant for MYP. It turns out that there are a lot of different ways to give that kind of guidance. So we'll be looking at what works best and see if we can improve the guidance that IB gives to teachers and examiners. And the next bit of the talk will be about very innovative research that IB is developing together with Cito. Cito is an organization with digital assessment expertise. And we are developing a new framework for digital assessment, but more about that in a minute.
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MYP 
eAssessment
Question 3: 

Where does research say 
that the assessment world 
is heading?
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Where does research say that the assessment 
world is heading?

Everything going 
digital

 E-Marking 

 New ways of marking and grading

 Comparative judgment

 Automated essay scoring

 Digital and on-screen exams

 Collaboration with Cito in 
developing a new framework of 
digital assessment

 Linking item types to learning and 
assessment objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, research says that in assessment everything is going digital.At this moment IB is already marking everything digitally – E-marking. However, there are many many organizations in the world that are just starting with E-marking so that is still an ongoing journey for many. Then, at this time, IB and many others use human examiners to mark the work, using either criteria or mark schemes. But there are also other ways of marking. To name two, there is quite a bit of research into comparative judgment. In comparative judgment, an examiner is sees two samples of student work and simply says which one is better. Many examiners do this over and over again, giving judgments on pairs of work. And then you get a sort of consensus marking, or rank order of work. More digital and difficult is something that is completely new – automated essay scoring. Most of the research and trials of automated essay scoring research work for the English language. It is a form of machine learning and has advantages, such as speed of marking, but also disadvantages. To make it work, you need computers to learn how to mark like humans. This means you need practice sets of work that is marked by humans. Often these sets need to be very large. Also, you need to create a language engine as it is called for each language. And that takes a lot of work and can take time. Most of the non-English language engines are not very good. So it doesn't look like IB will be working with that anytime soon. And then of course, everybody is talking about digital and on screen exams. This is where IB is at the forefront of the developments. As I said, IB is working with Cito and Cito has been making digital assessments for many, many years and works worldwide. What we are doing is looking at the different types of digital assessment that exist and how you can best use them. One of the most pressing issues that exam writers and teachers are struggling with, is when to use what kind of assessment item, especially when working with digital assessment items.
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Your turn!

What kind of digital 
assessment items do 
you already know? 

Type your thoughts in 
the chat box. 
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An overview by technology and response type

pages.uoregon.edu/kscalise/taxonomy/taxonomy.html/.(Scalise 2009)of Oregon, June 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an overview of different types of digital assessment items. It's not that easy to read. And I'm afraid it's only in English. It was developed in 2009 by Professor Kathleen Scalise who works at the University of Oregon. You see a matrix where the first column is about different types of choosing one correct answer. And the second one talks about types of questions where you identify multiple correct answers. The third column is about reordering or rearranging or matching alternatives. The columns from left to right go from completely fixed responses that students select, to digital items where students can move multiple objects to show their understanding of the subject material.

http://pages.uoregon.edu/kscalise/taxonomy/taxonomy.html
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A new framework for digital assessment

 IB and Cito collaboration 

 Ongoing research (2018 to today)

 Update an overview of types of 
digital assessment options 
(from 2009 to 2020)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This matrix or framework is about 10 years old and there is no other simple overview of most of the digital assessment types that have been developed since. So there is a good reason to improve or update the framework. But we also need to look at how we define what we are assessing, the assessment objectives.
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A new framework for digital assessment

 IB and Cito collaboration 

 Ongoing research (2018 – today)

 Update an overview of types of 
digital assessment options 
(from 2009 to 2020)

 Update IB’s use of Bloom’s  
taxonomy (from 1956 to 2012)

 Link item types to learning and 
assessment objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IB and many others still use the original one-dimensional Bloom’s taxonomy to help design assessments. Bloom’s work is from 1956, and there have been developments there as well. This study is an opportunity to see if it would be useful for IB to start using an updated and improved version of Bloom’s taxonomy. There is a more detailed Revised Bloom’s taxonomy from about 2001. And in combining these two, we can try to find ways to help teachers and exam writers understand which type of item is most effective to assess a particular type of learning outcome. 
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Revised Bloom’s taxonomy          
(Heer 2012; Anderson and Krathwohl 2001)

Why?

More detail on the 
required depth of 
knowledge and
assessment 
objective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The revised Bloom’s taxonomy has two dimensions, beautifully presented in this image created by Rex Heer in 2012, for the University of Iowa. So from left to right, you have the original cognitive process dimension with the original six levels for Bloom – remember/knowledge to create/synthesis. But then you also have a knowledge dimension, with four different types of knowledge of increasing complexity from bottom to top. The knowledge types are factual, which is just the basic facts, terminology and names conceptual where you know what terminology and names mean, then procedural that you know how to use subject specific knowledge to solve a problem, and metacognitive knowledge, which means that you think about what you've done. And you are aware of your own thinking.When you combine these two dimensions, you get a matrix. The nicely coloured blocks are examples of learning tasks at each level. The interesting thing of this system is that it is more detailed and it shows you that there are actually tasks at the lowest level of bloom – remember and understand – that are more difficult, more complex than tasks at the level of evaluation or creation. For instance, if you go to the metacognitive level for understanding, you could have a tasks where you have to predict your reaction to something you have never seen before. That is a much more complex task than if you go to the highest level of Bloom – create – but are only ask to make a daily log of activities. The log is basically just a list of what you did every day. But to predict your own response to a culture shock is a much higher level, much more complex activity.Using this Revised Bloom you can be more precise on what you are assessing with a task.   
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A new framework (Hamer and Jongkamp 2019, inspired by Scalise 
2009)

Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least 
com

plex 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does this hang together with this new framework? Okay, let's look what we did. We took Scalise’s original 2009 framework. And to make space for the new digital assessment item types developed since 2009, we put all the item types from Scalise in the first three columns. The framework columns, from left to right, now group digital assessment items together by the type of action needed to answer the item. This is both in thinking and physical action. A column is defined by what kind of thinking do you need to do? And how do you give your response, by clicking, by dragging an object across the screen, by typing and so on.  So for instance, the first column has digital items where the response is basically choosing (by clicking) one or more correct answers. The second requires students to match or order multiple words, objects or images. The third column requires short answers, typing, drawing one line or object, and so on. The more recent types of digital items that we know of are grouped in the columns to the right. Column 4 groups items that are interactive but follow rules, like simulations or games. Column 5 groups items with responses that are fully created by the student for instance by typing in text blocks or on drawing on a digital canvas. Column 6 groups digitally uploaded student work, including presentations, performances, reports.  The vertical dimension refers to how many thinking steps or separate actions are required to answer the item. In column 1 this means students go from selecting one correct answer, through selecting more correct answers, to stepwise choices. In this way it looks very much like Scalise’s original, which is why we say inspired by Scalise. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNsQpMriEtY&feature=youtu.be
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A new framework (Hamer and Jongkamp, 2019, inspired by Scalise 
2009)

1. Choice 2. Match and 
order

3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanumeric 
Completion

4A Simulations and 
experiments

5A Short response 
and chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking and 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
completion

4C Avatar interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming and 
collaborative 
work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self-
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

Closed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a simplified version. We used this new framework together with the colourful revised Bloom’s taxonomy in two workshops. We asked experienced examiners to look at real digital assessment items and say which type of assessment task from the revised Bloom matrix it was assessing.I’m going to show you how often these examiners felt a particular item type was assessing factual knowledge, or procedural application. It is going to get colourful.
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Making the link item types—knowing 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanumeric 
Completion

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking and 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
completion

4C Avatar interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming and 
collaborative 
work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self 
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

F

F/
C

M

F

F

F
P F F

C

F

FC

F

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing or remember is the first level of Bloom, and it was blue. The letters F, C, P and M refer to the knowledge dimension – factual, conceptual, procedural and metacognitive. The bigger the ball, the more often it was mentioned as the assessment objective. What we see is that there is a lot of assessment of factual knowledge. But mostly using items types that do not require very complex thinking or action. It is all in the first and second row. We also still had some item types that did not fit our framework – see the last column.
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Making the link item types—understanding 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanum. 
Compl.

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking and 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
compl.

4C Avatar interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming & 
collaborative 
Work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self-
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

F
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F
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F
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F
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C
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C
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F F
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FCF F

F

M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at assessing understanding (in light blue) we see still a lot of factual understanding being assessed, and some understanding of concepts using item types that require a little more complex thinking. But a lot of assessment using fully constructed open responses, mostly when scaffolded by guiding questions.
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Making the link item types—applying 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanum. 
Compl.

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking & 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
compl.

4C Avatar Interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming & 
collaborative 
Work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self-
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp, 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

F
FF

F
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M
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C
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For applying – in green – we see much less assessment of factual elements of application, and more procedural knowledge. That is using assessments that let students show how to apply what they know. Also, the pattern of green balls moves to the right, more towards responses that the student has to construct. 
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Making the link item types—analysing 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanum. 
Compl.

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking & 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
compl.

4C Avatar Interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming and 
collaborative 
work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self 
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
plex 

interaction

F
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it becomes interesting. Analysing – in yellow – is a higher order thinking skill. Important for problem solving. And all the yellow balls are now in the more righthand columns. And also there is almost no assessment of factual analysis. The tasks are designed to let students show they can analyse how subject specific concepts are connected (conceptual) or how a procedure is followed (procedural). 
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Making the link item types—evaluating 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanum. 
Compl.

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking & 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
compl.

4C Avatar interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming and 
collaborative 
work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self 
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
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interaction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the next higher order thinking skill, evaluating – in orange – we see an even more extreme pattern. Almost all the evaluation tasks require students to construct – this is write, create, draw – their work. 
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Making the link item types— creating 
(based mostly on IB MYP and DP past exams)

1. Choice 2. Match&Order 3. Pre-structured 
completion

4. Custom 
interactive

5. Free 
construction

6. Upload 7. Not 
allocated

1A Alternate choice 2A One-on-one 
match

3A Alphanum. 
Compl.

4A Simulations& 
experiments

5A Short response 
& chain of 
reasoning

6A Demonstration/ 
experiment/project

1B Multiple Choice 2B Categorizing 3B Limited drawing 4B Tailored tooling 5B Scaffolded open 
response

6B Project report/ 
paper

1C Inline choice 2C Ranking & 
sequencing

3C Limited graphic 
compl.

4C Avatar Interaction 5C Essay response 6C Audiovisual
presentation, 
performance

1D Multiple response 2D Structuring 3D Constructing with 
image menu/data

4D Educational 
gaming and 
collaborative 
work

5D Structured oral 6D Discussion

1E Composite choice 2E Arrange and 
rearrange

3E Drawing with 
image menu/drawing 
tool

4E Augmented and 
virtual reality

5E Construction free 
drawing, self 
generated data

6E 
Teaching/coaching

(Hamer and Jongkamp, 2019, inspired by Scalise 2009)
Closed response Open responseClosed response Open response

Least com
plex 

interaction 
M

ost com
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interaction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for creating or synthesis – in pink – we see that the tasks examiners felt were assessing this are all free constructed and occasionally created outside the exam, such as ePortfolios or even uploaded documents or performances. Before we finish, it is important to realise two things.  Firstly, this is very early work, and a lot of research still needs to be done. Secondly, this is based mostly on IB exams, both MYP and DP, and IB uses a lot of essay type response items in its exams. It will be interesting to see if we see the same pattern and preference for essay type items to assess higher order thinking when we use digital items or exams from other organisations.But I wanted to share it with you as an example of what kind of ground-breaking research IB assessment is doing to improve MYP e-assessment and support the IB to move fully to digital assessment. 
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Your turn!

Has this changed your 
understanding of IB’s 
MYP eAssessment? 

Type your thoughts in 
the chat box. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay. Has this changed your understanding of how IB MYP assessments work, and how IB uses research in its assessments?If yes, how do you see it now?
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Your turn!

Any questions you’d 
like to ask our 
speaker? 

Type your thoughts in 
the chat box.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teachers can look at the command terms used in the exams and see what the IB's expectations are for each term in each subject (eg: analyse will carry different expextations in Biology and Language and Literature)Subject reports are written by Chief examiners in each subject and they are full of advice for teachers and not just for those who teach in schools that have implemented the eAssessment but for everyone.The partially-completed units planners (and the task-specific clarifications which acts as a markscheme) are also a great resource. They are an example of good practice which teachers can use in the classroom whether they do the eAssessments or not.
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Before saying goodbye, share … 
In the chat box

SHARE how you have explored 
some type of digital assessment 
game-based tool in your classroom 
that might build student 
competencies for eAssessment in 
MYP year 5.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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To extend your 
learning, we invite 
you to try an 
Assessment ready 
nano PD which you 
will find on the 
programme resource 
centre 

MOVING FORWARD
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Next up!
eAssessment and current research

eAssessment revolution (COMPLETED)
eAssessment and current research (April)

eAssessment and the backwash effect (May)

eAssessment look and feel (June)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DP examiner research 
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Thank you!
See you in the next 

webinar! 
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